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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Domino-E has successfully completed the production of its first brochure, an essentialcommunication tool for the project. Deliverable 8.4 “Project brochure” provides a detaileddescription of the brochure-making process, including the brochure's objectives, key activities,and expected outcomes. During the making, the team followed a rigorous process, beginningwith a comprehensive analysis of the project's objectives and target audience. They developeda creative concept and visual design that effectively communicated the project's essence andkey messages.
The first brochure is a vital component of the Domino-E project's communication strategy, andthe team is confident that it will effectively promote the project's activities and outcomes. Thebrochure will be widely distributed across various channels, including the project website, socialmedia, and at key events and conferences.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deliverable 8.4 Project Brochure is the fourth out of five deliverables related to WP8Dissemination and Stakeholder Engagement. This public deliverable, classified under DEC -website, patent filings, videos, etc., is expected to play a crucial role in attracting stakeholders,particularly at conferences, fairs, and exhibitions. The purpose of this deliverable is to introducethe first Domino-E brochure, providing details on its contents and design.

2 STRATEGY
2.1 Objectives
According to the WP8 description in the DoW, the main purpose of the project brochure is todisseminate the approaches and results of Domino-E and to ensure the highest possible visibilityof the Domino-E project. Amongst other, they shall inform about the technical standards andinterfaces the modular segment uses.

2.2 Background & relation to the Work Programme
The Domino-E project includes two brochures, each forming an independent deliverable (D8.4“Project brochure” in Month 6, and D8.6 “Project brochure – V.2” in Month 18) with the latterbeing described in slightly greater detail in the GA. Although the second brochuremainly focuseson explaining technical interfaces, both brochures have been developed in the context of D8.1"Communication Strategy and Action Plan (CASP)." Accordingly they shall include:

 critical project information
 the project and consortium description
 vision and values
 services and offers
 links to supporting documents and references
 and contact information

The first brochure published at an early stage of the project is intended to showcase potentialuse cases. The content for this brochure derives from draft deliverables D2.1 "User Needs &Export Program backgrounds" and D2.2 "Use Case Definition."
Finally, both brochures comply with the project's Visual Identity guidelines, and they will play acrucial role in attracting stakeholders at conferences, fairs, and exhibitions. The project brochurewill be available in the “Media Center” of the project website.

2.3 Budget
Oikoplus has reserves a budget for up to €2000,00 for printing, cutting and shipping the bothbrochures to project partners. Maximum half of that sum is to be commited to D8.4 “Projectbrochure.”
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3 WORK DONE AND STATUS
Work on the brochure already started in March 2023. However, the fact that the content forthe brochure was not made available to the communications team until mid-April meant that,at the time of the deliverable submission, only a digital version of the brochure was availablefor the time being, not a printed version.
After submission of the deliverable, a final approval of the brochure by the project coordinatorwill take place.
Following the final acceptance, the project brochure will be made available for download,comparative offers will be obtained from printing companies, and the final order will be placed.All partners should be able to distribute the brochure by the end of May 2023.

4 METHODOLOGY: TEXT AND DESIGN
To create the brochure, we underwent multiple iterations. Our process started with a thoroughexamination of the project's objectives and target audience, which aided us in developing acreative concept and visual design that effectively conveyed the project's core essence and keymessages. Our aim was to engage professional stakeholders with meaningful content whileusing attractive design and appealing phrasing to ensure that thematerial remainedmemorable.
In addition to our comprehensive analysis, we conducted a brief desktop research and compileda reading list, which informed the content of the Domino-E brochure: RL #027: CreatingBrochures and Flyers ‒ a Useful Addition to the Communication Toolkit? - Oikoplus
We have created a preliminary version of the brochure, which has been evaluated by the projectcoordinator. The text was extracted from D2.1 "User Needs & Export Program Backgrounds"and D2.2 "Use Cases," as well as from other project descriptions found on the project websiteand in the Domino-E Executive Summary. To finalize the text, we underwent multiple iterationsand revisions within the internal team before seeking approval from the coordinator.
Regarding the visual design, our internal designer developed various versions that adhered tothe standard visibility regulations of the European Commission and the visibility guidelines ofDomino-E. The brochure's visual elements were consistent with the project's overall brandingand messaging, with the aim of leaving a lasting impression on the reader's mind. We ultimatelydecided on a design that featuredmissing circles to convey themessage that only a small portionof the Earth is visible from space (see below the successful design draft).
All versions of the brochure, including the final one, were created using InDesign, which isavailable on the AdobeSuite.

https://oikoplus.com/rl-027-creating-brochures-and-flyers-%e2%80%92-a-useful-addition-to-the-communication-toolkit/
https://oikoplus.com/rl-027-creating-brochures-and-flyers-%e2%80%92-a-useful-addition-to-the-communication-toolkit/
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Image 1: Preliminary design draft; © OIKOPLUS, 2023
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5 FINAL PROJECT BROCHURE
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6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, D8.4 Project Brochure is a crucial public-facing deliverable for the Domino-Eproject, which aims to disseminate the approaches and results of the project and ensure thehighest possible visibility. The brochure was developed through a thorough examination of theproject's objectives and target audience, which led to the creation of a creative concept andvisual design that effectively conveyed the project's core essence and key messages. The textwas extracted from various project descriptions and underwent multiple iterations andrevisions, while the visual elements were consistent with the project's overall branding andmessaging. The project brochure will be made available for download once it is approved by theproject coordinator, and it will be distributed to all project partners by the end of May 2023.


